CfAIR2 is a large homogeneously reduced set of near-infrared (NIR) light curves for Type Ia supernovae (SN Ia) obtained with the 1.3m PAIRITEL (Peters Automated InfraRed Imaging TELescope). This data set includes 4607 measurements of 94 SN Ia and 4 additional SN Iax observed from 2005-2011 at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory on Mount Hopkins, Arizona. CfAIR2 includes JHK s photometric measurements for 88 normal and 6 spectroscopically peculiar SN Ia in the nearby universe, with a median redshift of z ∼ 0.021 for the normal SN Ia. CfAIR2 data span the range from -13 days to +127 days from maximum in the B-band. More than half of the light curves begin before the time of maximum and the coverage typically contains ∼ 13-18 epochs of observation, depending on the filter. We present extensive tests that verify the fidelity of the CfAIR2 data pipeline, including comparison to the excellent data of the Carnegie Supernova Project. CfAIR2 contributes to a firm local anchor for supernova cosmology studies in the NIR. Because SN Ia are approximately standard candles in the NIR and are less vulnerable to the vexing problems of extinction by dust, CfAIR2 will help us develop more precise and accurate extragalactic distance probes to improve our knowledge of cosmological parameters, including dark energy and its potential time variation.
celeration of cosmic expansion (Riess et al. 1998; Schmidt et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999) . Since then, several independent cosmological techniques have confirmed the SN Ia results (see Frieman et al. 2008a; Weinberg et al. 2013 for reviews), while SN Ia provide increasingly accurate and precise measurements of extragalactic distances and dark energy (see Kirshner 2010; Goobar & Leibundgut 2011; Kirshner 2013 for reviews). Increasing evidence suggests that SN Ia observations at rest-frame NIR wavelengths yield more accurate and more precise distance estimates to SN Ia host galaxies than optical data alone (Krisciunas et al. 2004b (Krisciunas et al. , 2007 Wood-Vasey et al. 2008; Mandel et al. 2009 Mandel et al. , 2011 Contreras et al. 2010; Folatelli et al. 2010; Burns et al. 2011; Stritzinger et al. 2011; Phillips 2012; Kattner et al. 2012; BaroneNugent et al. 2012; Weyant et al. 2014; Mandel et al. 2014; Burns et al. 2014) .
This work presents CfAIR2, a densely sampled, lowredshift photometric data set including 94 SN Ia NIR JHK s -band light curves (LCs) observed from [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] with the f/13.5 PAIRITEL 1.3-m telescope at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory (FLWO) on Mount Hopkins, Arizona. Combining low-redshift NIR SN Ia data like CfAIR2 with higher redshift samples will play a crucial role in ongoing and future supernova cosmology experiments, from the ground and from space, which hope to reveal whether dark energy behaves like Einstein's cosmological constant Λ or some other phenomenon that may vary over cosmic history.
While SN Ia observed at optical wavelengths have been shown to be excellent standardizeable candles using a variety of sophisticated methods correlating luminosity with LC shape and color, SN Ia are very nearly standard candles at NIR wavelengths, even before correction for LC shape or reddening (e.g. Wood-Vasey & Friedman et al. 2008; Kattner et al. 2012; hereafter WV08 and K12) . Compared to the optical, SN Ia in the NIR are both better standard candles and relatively immune to the effects of extinction and reddening by dust. Systematic distance errors from photometric calibration uncertainties, uncertain dust estimates, and intrinsic variability of un-reddened SN Ia colors are outstanding problems with using SN Ia for precise cosmological measurements of dark energy with optical data alone Wang et al. 2006; Conley et al. 2007; Guy et al. 2007; Wood-Vasey et al. 2007; Hicken et al. 2009a; Kessler et al. 2009; Guy et al. 2010; Conley et al. 2011; Campbell et al. 2013; Narayan 2013; Rest et al. 2013; Scolnic et al. 2013; Betoule et al. 2014; Scolnic et al. 2014) . By contrast, many of the systematic uncertainties and discrepancies between the most prominent optical LC fitting and distance estimation methods are avoided with the incorporation of NIR data hereafter M11; Folatelli et al. 2010; Burns et al. 2011; K12; Mandel et al. 2014) . The most promising route toward understanding the dust in other galaxies and mitigating systematic distance errors in supernova cosmology comes from NIR observations.
CfAIR2 JHK s observations with PAIRITEL are part of a systematic multi-wavelength program of CfA supernova observations at FLWO. We follow up nearby supernovae as they are discovered to obtain densely sampled, high signal-to-noise optical and NIR LCs of hundreds of nearby low-redshift SN in U BV RIr i JHK s . Whenever possible, PAIRITEL NIR data were observed for targets with contemporaneous optical photometry at the FLWO 1.2-m, optical spectroscopy at the 1.5-m Tillinghast telescope with the FAST spectrograph, and/or late time spectroscopy at the MMT (Matheson et al. 2008; Hicken 2009; Hicken et al. 2009b; Blondin et al. 2012; Hicken et al. 2012) . By obtaining concurrent optical photometry and spectroscopy for many objects observed with PAIRI-TEL, we considerably increase the value of the CfAIR2 data set. Of the 98 CfAIR2 objects, 92 have complementary optical observations from the CfA or other groups, including unpublished data.
14 Table 11 lists properties of the 88 spectroscopically normal CfAIR2 SN Ia.
It has only recently become understood that SN 2002cx-like objects, which we categorize as SN Iax, are significantly distinct both from normal SN Ia and spectroscopically peculiar SN Ia (Li et al. 2003; Branch et al. 2004; Jha et al. 2006a; Phillips et al. 2007; Foley et al. 2009 Foley et al. , 2010a Narayan et al. 2011; Kromer et al. 2013) . Throughout, we treat the 4 SN Iax included in CfAIR2 (SN 2005hk, SN 2008A, SN 2008ae, SN 2008ha) as a separate class of objects from SN Ia.
14 All 10 spectroscopically peculiar SN Ia and SN Iax have optical data from the CfA or other groups (including unpublished CfA5 data). Of the 88 spectroscopically normal CfAIR2 SN Ia (see Table 11 ), 63 have published data from the CfA or other groups, 12 have unpublished CfA data (CfA5), 4 have CfA observations but no successfully reduced LCs yet: SN 2010jv, SN 2010ex, SN 2010ew, SN 2009fw , and 3 have unpublished data from other groups snPTF10icb (PTF, Parrent et al. 2011 : only spectra), snPTF10bjs (PTF, CfA3: only natural system r i ), PS1-10w (PanSTARRS1: Rest et al. 2013 submitted) . 6 currently have no optical photometry, according to our search of the literature: SN 2010dl, SN 2009im, SN 2008hy, SN 2008fx, SN 2005ch, SN 2005ao. This work is a report on data from PAIRITEL which improves upon and supersedes a previously published subset including 20 SN Ia JHK s LCs from (WV08; implicitly "CfAIR1"), 1 SN Iax LC from WV08 (SN 2005hk) , and 1 SN Iax LC from Foley et al. 2009 , along with work presented in Friedman 2012 (hereafter F12) . The CfAIR1 (WV08) and CfAIR2 NIR data sets complement previous CfA optical studies of SN Ia (CfA1: Riess et al. 1999; CfA2: Jha et al. 2006b; CfA3: Hicken et al. 2009b; and CfA4: Hicken et al. 2012) and CfA5 (to be presented elsewhere). CfA5 will include optical data for at least 15 CfAIR2 objects and additional optical LCs for non-CfAIR2 objects.
The 4607 individual CfAIR2 JHK s data points represent the largest homogeneously observed and reduced set of NIR SN Ia and SN Iax observations to date. Simultaneous JHK s observing provided nightly cadence for the most densely sampled LCs and extensive time coverage, ranging from 13 days before to 127 days after the time of B-band maximum brightness (t Bmax ). CfAIR2 data have means of 18, 17, and 13 observed epochs for each LC in JHK s , as well as 46 epochs for the most extensively sampled LC. CfAIR2 LCs have significant early-time coverage. Out of 98 CfAIR2 objects, 55% have NIR observations before t Bmax , while 34% have observations at least 5 days before t Bmax . The highest signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) LC points for each CfAIR2 object have median uncertainties of ∼ 0.032, 0.053, and 0.115 mag in JHK s . The median uncertainties of all CfAIR2 LC points are 0.086, 0.122, and 0.175 mag in JHK s .
Of the 98 CfAIR2 objects, 88 are spectroscopically normal SN Ia and 86 will be useful for supernova cosmology (SN 2006E and SN 2006mq were discovered late and lack precise t Bmax estimates). The 6 spectroscopically peculiar SN Ia and 4 SN Iax are not standardizable candles using existing LC fitting techniques, and currently must be excluded from Hubble diagrams.
Previous Results with NIR SN Ia
For optical SN Ia LCs, many sophisticated methods are used to reduced the scatter in distance estimates. These include ∆m 15 (B) (Phillips 1993; Hamuy et al. 1996; Phillips et al. 1999; Prieto et al. 2006) , multicolor lightcurve shape (MLCS; Riess et al. 1996 Riess et al. , 1998 Jha et al. 2006b Jha et al. , 2007 , "stretch" (Perlmutter et al. 1997; Goldhaber et al. 2001) , Bayesian Adapted Template Match (BATM; Tonry et al. 2003) , color-magnitude intercept calibration (CMAGIC; Wang et al. 2003) , spectral adaptive template (SALT; Guy et al. 2005; Astier et al. 2006; Guy et al. 2007 ), empirical methods (e.g. SiFTO; Conley et al. 2008) , and BayeSN, a novel hierarchical Bayesian method developed at the CfA (M09, M11).
Unlike optical SN Ia, which are standardizable candles after a great deal of effort, spectroscopically normal NIR SN Ia appear to be nearly standard candles at the ∼ 0.15-0.2 mag level or better, depending on the filter (Meikle 2000; Krisciunas et al. 2004a Krisciunas et al. , 2005a Krisciunas et al. , 2007 Folatelli et al. 2010; Burns et al. 2011; Phillips 2012; WV08; M09; M11; K12) . Overall, SN Ia are superior standard candles and distance indicators in the NIR compared to optical wavelengths, with a narrow distribution of peak JHK s magnitudes and ∼5-11 times less sensitivity to reddening than optical B-band data alone.
Following Meikle (2000) , pioneering work by Krisciu-nas et al. (2004a) (hereafter K04a) demonstrated that SN Ia have a narrow luminosity range in JHK s at t Bmax with smaller scatter than in B and V . Using 16 NIR SN Ia, K04a found no correlation between optical LC shape and intrinsic NIR luminosity. K04a measured JHK s absolute magnitude distributions with 1-σ uncertainties of only σ J = 0.14, σ H = 0.18, and σ Ks = 0.12 mag. While K04a used a small, inhomogeneous, sample of 16 LCs, in WV08, we presented 1087 JHK s photometric observations of 21 objects (including 20 SN Ia and 1 SN Iax), the largest homogeneously observed low-z sample at the time. NIR data from WV08 and the literature strengthened the evidence that normal SN Ia are excellent NIR standard candles, especially in the H-band, where absolute magnitudes have an intrinsic root-mean-square (RMS) of 0.15-0.16 mag, without applying any reddening or LC shape corrections, comparable to the scatter in optical data corrected for both. WV08 suggested that LC shape variation, especially in the J-band, might provide additional information for correcting NIR LCs and improving distance determinations. In M09, we applied a novel hierarchical Bayesian framework and a model accounting for variations in the J-band LC shape to NIR SN Ia data, constraining the marginal scatter of the NIR peak absolute magnitudes to 0.17, 0.11, and 0.19 mag, in JHK s , respectively (see Fig. 9 of M09). Folatelli et al. 2010 obtained similar dispersions of 0.12-0.16 mag in Y JHK s , after correcting for NIR LC shape. Using 13 well-sampled, low extinction, normal NIR SN Ia LCs from the CSP, K12 find scatters in absolute magnitude of 0.12, 0.12, and 0.09 mag in Y JH. K12 also confirm that NIR LC shape correlates with intrinsic NIR luminosity, finding evidence for a non-zero correlation between the peak absolute JHmaxima and the decline rate parameter ∆m 15 , with only marginal dependence in Y . For a set of 12 SN Ia with JH LCs, Barone-Nugent et al. 2012 find a very small JHband scatter of only 0.116 and 0.085 mag respectively, although their data set only includes 3-5 LC points for each of the 12 objects. Similarly, Weyant et al. 2014 use only 1-3 data points for each of 13 low-z NIR SN Ia to infer an H-band dispersion of 0.164 mag. Both BaroneNugent et al. 2012 and Weyant et al. 2014 use auxiliary optical data to estimate t Bmax . All of these results suggest that NIR data will be crucial for maximizing the utility of SN Ia as cosmological distance indicators.
Organization of Paper
This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we discuss the current sample of nearby NIR SN Ia data including CfAIR2, describe the technical specifications of PAIRI-TEL, and outline our follow-up campaign. In §3 we describe the data reduction process, including mosaicked image creation, sky subtraction, host galaxy subtraction, and our photometry pipeline. In §4, we present tests of PAIRITEL photometry, emphasizing internal calibration with 2MASS field star observations, tests for potential systematic errors, and external consistency checks for objects observed both by PAIRITEL and the CSP. Throughout §2-4, we frequently reference F12, where many additional technical details can be found. In §5, we present the principal data products of this paper, which include JHK s LCs of 94 SN Ia and 4 SN Iax. Further analysis of this data will be presented elsewhere.
PAIRITEL and CSP comparison is discussed further in §6. Conclusions and directions for future work are summarized in §7. Additional details are included in a mathematical appendix (also see §7 of F12).
OBSERVATIONS
In §2.1, we provide recent historical context for CfAIR2 by describing the growing low-z sample of NIR SN Ia LCs. In §2.2-2.4, we overview CfA NIR SN observations, describe PAIRITEL's observing capabilities, and detail our follow up strategy to observe SN Ia in JHK s .
Low-z NIR Light Curves of SN Ia
Technological advances in infrared detector technology have recently made it possible to obtain high quality NIR photometry for large numbers of SN Ia. Phillips (2012) provides an excellent recent review of the cosmological and astrophysical results derived from NIR SN Ia observations made over the past three decades. Early NIR observations of SN Ia were made by Kirshner et al. (1973) ; Elias et al. (1981 Elias et al. ( , 1985 ; Frogel et al. (1987) , and were particularly challenging due to the limited technology of the time. In addition, the flux contrast between the host galaxy and the SN Ia is typically smaller in the NIR than at optical wavelengths, making high SNR observations possible only for the brightest NIR objects with the detectors available in the 1970s and 1980s. While this situation has improved somewhat in the subsequent decades, NIR photometry is still significantly more challenging than at optical wavelengths. Elias et al. (1985) was the first to present a NIR Hubble diagram for 6 SN Ia. Although these 6 SN Ia LCs were not classified spectroscopically, Elias et al. (1985) was also the first to use what became the modern spectroscopic nomenclature of Type Ia instead of Type I to distinguish between Type Ia and Type Ib SN; SN Ib are now thought to be core collapse supernovae of stars that have lost their outer Hydrogen envelopes (Kirshner 2010; Phillips 2012) .
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, panoramic NIR arrays made it possible to obtain NIR photometry comparable in quantity and quality to optical photometry for nearby SN Ia. The first early-time NIR photometry with modern NIR detectors observed before t Bmax was presented for SN 1998bu (Jha et al. 1999; Hernandez et al. 2000) . Since the first peak in the JHK s -band occurs ∼ 3-5 days before t Bmax , depending on the filter, SN Ia must generally be discovered by optical searches at least ∼ 5-8 days before t Bmax in order to be observed before the NIR maximum (F12; see §2.4). Pioneering early work was performed in the early 2000s in Chile at the Las Campanas Observatory (LCO) and the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO), spearheaded by the work of Krisciunas et al. (2000 Krisciunas et al. ( , 2001 Krisciunas et al. ( , 2003 Krisciunas et al. ( , 2004b . K04a presented the largest Hubble diagram of its kind to date with 16 SN Ia. Before WV08 published 21 PAIRITEL NIR LCs observed by the CfA at FLWO, a handful of other NIR observations, usually for individual or small numbers of SN Ia or SN Iax of particular interest were presented in (Di Paola et al. 2002; Valentini et al. 2003; Candia et al. 2003; Krisciunas et al. 2005a Krisciunas et al. , 2006 Krisciunas et al. , 2007 Phillips et al. 2006 Phillips et al. , 2007 Pastorello et al. 2007b,a; Stritzinger & Sollerman 2007; Stanishev et al. 2007; Elias-Rosa et al. 2006 (Schweizer et al. 2008; Contreras et al. 2010; Stritzinger et al. 2010 Stritzinger et al. , 2011 Taubenberger et al. 2011) .
15 Other SN Ia papers with published NIR data since WV08 include (Krisciunas et al. 2009; Barone-Nugent et al. 2012; Biscardi et al. 2012; Weyant et al. 2014) . See Table 2 Tables. These 20 objects include additional observations not published in WV08, processed homogeneously using upgraded mosaic and photometry pipelines (see §3). Tables 3-4 list general properties of the 94 CfAIR2 SN Ia and Table 5 lists these for the 4 CfAIR2 SN Iax.
Heliocentric galaxy redshifts are provided in Tables 3-5 and CMB frame redshifts are given in Table 11 to ease construction of future Hubble diagrams including NIR SN Ia data. We obtained recession velocities from identified host galaxies as listed in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED). In cases where NED did not return a host galaxy or the host galaxy had no reported NED redshift, we either obtained redshift estimates from our own CfA optical spectra (Matheson et al. 2008; Blondin et al. 2012) or found redshifts reported in the literature. Fig. 1 shows a histogram of CfAIR2 heliocentric galaxy redshifts z helio for 86 normal SN Ia with t Bmax estimates accurate to within 3 days.
From 2005-2011, we also obtained extensive PAIRI-TEL NIR observations of 25 SN Ib/c (Bianco et al. 2014) , and 20 SN II (to be presented elsewhere). Table 6 references all previously published and in preparation papers using PAIRITEL SN data, including multi-wavelength studies of individual objects (Tominaga et al. 2005; Kocevski et al. 2007; Modjaz et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009; Foley et al. 2009; Sanders et al. 2013; Drout et al. 2013; Marion et al. 2014; Margutti et al. 2014; Fransson et al. Skrutskie et al. 2006) northern telescope together with the 2MASS southern camera. PAIRITEL is a fully automated robotic telescope with the sequence of observations controlled by an optimized queue-scheduling database (Bloom et al. 2003 (Bloom et al. , 2006 . Two dichroic mirrors allow simultaneous observing in JHK s (1.2, 1.6, and 2. Since the observations are conducted with the instrument that defined the 2MASS JHK s system, we use the 2MASS point source catalog (Cutri et al. 2003) to establish photometric zero points. Typical 30 minute (1800-second) observations reach SNR=10 sensitivity limits of ∼ 18, 17.5, and 17 mag for point sources in JHK s (F12). For fainter objects, 10-σ JHK s point source sensitivities of 19.4, 18.5, and 18 mag are achievable with 1.5 hours (5400-seconds) of dithered imaging (Bloom et al. 2003) . PAIRITEL thus observes significantly deeper than 2MASS, which used a 7.8-second total exposure time to achieve 10-σ point source sensitivities of 15.8, 15.1, 14.3 in JHK s ; see §4).
Observing Strategy
Automation of PAIRITEL made it possible to study SN with unprecedented temporal coverage in the NIR, by responding quickly to new SN and revisiting targets frequently (Bloom et al. 2006; WV08; F12) . CfAIR2 followed up SN discovered by optical searches at δ −30 degrees with V 18 mag, with significant discovery contributions from both amateur and professional astronomers (see Tables 3-5) . SN candidates with a favorable observation window and airmass < 2.5 from Mount Foley et al. 2009 (F09) , but exclude 9 objects with previously published NIR LCs from the CSP. These 12 LCs include 10 normal SN Ia, 1 peculiar SN Ia, and 1 SN Iax and do not have LC published by other groups. See Table 2 .
Hopkins were considered for the PAIRITEL observation queue. We observed SN of all types but placed highest priority on the brightest SN Ia discovered early or close to maximum brightness. SN candidates meeting these criteria were often added to the queue before spectroscopic typing to observe the early time LC. Since many optically discovered SN of all types brighter than V < 18 mag are spectroscopically typed by our group at the CfA 16 or other groups within 1-3 days of discovery, we rarely spent more than a few observations on objects we later deactivated after typing. All CfA supernovae are spectroscopically classified using the SuperNova IDentification code (SNID; Blondin & Tonry 2007) .
From [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] , ∼ 20-30 SN per year were discovered that were bright enough to observe with the PAIRITEL 1.3-m, with ∼ 3-6 available on any given night from Mount Hopkins. Since we only perform follow-up NIR observations and are not conducting a NIR search to discover SN with PAIRITEL, we suffer from all the heterogeneous sample selection effects and biases incurred by each of the independent discovery efforts. A full analysis of the completeness of our sample is beyond the scope of this work. However, with ∼ 30% of the time on a robotic telescope available for supernova observations, effectively amounting to over 6 months on the sky, we observed over 2/3 of the candidate SN that met our follow-up criteria. We also observed galaxy template images (SNTEMP) for each SN to enable host subtraction (see §3.4).
3. DATA REDUCTION Since WV08, we have substantially upgraded our data reduction software, including both pipelines for combining the raw data into mosaics and for performing photometry on the mosaicked images. All CfAIR2 data were processed homogeneously with a single mosaicking pipeline (hereafter p3.6) that adds and registers PAIRITEL raw images into mosaics ( §3.1). The mosaics, and their associated noise and exposure maps, were then fed to a single photometry pipeline (hereafter photpipe), originally developed to handle optical data for the ESSENCE and SuperMACHO projects (Rest et al. 2005; Garg et al. 2007; Miknaitis et al. 2007 ) and modified to perform host galaxy subtraction and photometry on the NIR mosaicked images ( §3.4-3.8). Earlier mosaic and photpipe versions have been used for previously published PAIRITEL SN LCs (see Table 6 (Bianco et al. 2014) . Photpipe now takes as input improved noise mosaics to estimate the noise in the mosaicked images ( §3.2), registers the images to a common reference frame with SWarp (Bertin et al. 2002) , subtracts host galaxy light at the SN position using reference images with HOTPANTS (Becker et al. 2004 (Becker et al. , 2007 , and performs point-spread function (PSF) photometry using DoPHOT (Schechter et al. 1993) . Photometry is extracted from either the unsubtracted or the subtracted images by forcing DoPHOT to measure the PSF-weighted flux of the object at a fixed position in pixel coordinates (see §3.4; F12).
In §3.1, we describe our p3.6 mosaic pipeline. In §3.2, we describe sky subtraction and our improved method to produce noise mosaics corresponding to the mosaicked images. In §3.3, we discuss the undersampling of the PAIRITEL NIR camera. In §3.4-3.7 we detail the host galaxy subtraction process and describe our method for performing photometry on the subtracted or unsubtracted images. Major photpipe improvements are summarized in §3.8. See F12 for additional details.
3.1. Mosaics All CfAIR2 images were processed into mosaics at the CfA using p3.6 implemented in Python version 2.6. Table 6 describe older mosaic pipelines. Klein & Bloom 2014 provide a more detailed description of p3.6 as used for PAIRITEL observations of RR Lyrae stars. Figs. 3-5 show sample p3.6 J-band mosaics for all 98 CfAIR2 objects.
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F12 and references in
Including slew overhead for the entire dither pattern, typical exposure times range from 600 to 3600 seconds, yielding ∼ 50-150 raw images for mosaicking. Raw images are obtained with standard double-correlated reads with the long exposure (7.8-second) minus short exposure (51-millisecond) frames in each filter treated as the "raw" frame input to p3.6. These raw 256 × 256 pixel images are of ∼ 7.8 second duration with a plate scale of 2 /pixel and a 8.53 ×8.53 FOV. To aid with reductions, the telescope is dithered after each set of three exposures with a step size < 2 based on a randomized dither pattern covering a typical ∼12 ×12 FOV. The three raw images observed at each dither position are then added into "triplestacks" before mosaicking. p3.6 processes all raw images by flat correction, dark current and sky subtraction, registration, and stacking to create final JHK s mosaics using SWarp (Bertin et al. 2002) . Bad pixel Ia-pec CfAIR2; S11 sn2007as Ia S11
Note. -(a) SN Spectroscopic Types: Ia = Normal SN Ia including 91T-like, 86G-like, and spectroscopically normal objects; Iap = Peculiar SN Ia including 91bg-like objects and extra-luminous, slow declining 06gz-like objects ); Iax = SN Iax including 02cx-like objects distinct from peculiar SN Ia (Li et al. 2003) . Spectroscopic type references for CfAIR2 objects are in Tables 3-5 , and in references below for non-CfAIR2 objects with NIR photometry. SN with uncertain spectral types (SN 2011de, SN 2011aa, SN 2010iw) are denoted by an asterisk * (see Table 4 caption). (b) References for objects with at least 1 band of Y JHKs photometry. CfAIR2: this paper; WV08: Wood-Vasey et al. 2008; W14: Weyant et al. 2014; BN12: Barone-Nugent et al. 2012; Bi12: Biscardi et al. 2012; T11: Taubenberger et al. 2011; S11: Stritzinger et al. 2011; C10: Contreras et al. 2010; S10: Stritzinger et al. 2010; F09: Foley et al. 2009; S08: Schweizer et al. 2008; T08: Taubenberger et al. 2008; P08: Pignata et al. 2008; WX08: Wang et al. 2008; Ph07: Phillips et al. 2007 ; Ph06: Phillips et al. 2006; Pa07b: Pastorello et al. 2007b; Pa07a: Pastorello et al. 2007a; St07: Stanishev et al. 2007 ; K09: Krisciunas et al. 2009; K07: Krisciunas et al. 2007 ; ER08: Elias-Rosa et al. 2008; ER06: Elias-Rosa et al. 2006; K05: Krisciunas et al. 2005b; K04b: Krisciunas et al. 2004b; K04a: Krisciunas et al. 2004a; K03: Krisciunas et al. 2003; V03: Valentini et al. 2003; Ca03: Candia et al. 2003; DP02: Di Paola et al. 2002; K01: Krisciunas et al. 2001 ; K00: Krisciunas et al. 2000; H00: Hernandez et al. 2000; J99: Jha et al. 1999 . Note.
-(a) SN RA, DEC positions [in decimal degrees] are best fit SN centroids appropriate for forced DoPHOT photometry at fixed coordinates. (b) Host Galaxy Names, discovery references, and discovery group/individual credits from NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED; http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/) and NASA/ADS (http://adswww.harvard.edu/abstract_service.html). Also see IAUC List of Supernovae: http://www.cbat.eps.harvard.edu/lists/Supernovae.html. For SN Ia with non-standard IAUC names, we found the associated host galaxy from IAUC/CBET/ATel notices or the literature and searched for the recession velocity with NED. When the SN Ia is associated with a faint host not named in any major catalogs (NGC, UGC, . . . ) but named in a large galaxy survey (e.g. SDSS, 2MASS), we include the host name from the large survey rather than listing it as "Anonymous". masks are created dynamically and flat fields -which are relatively stable -were created from archival images. The seeing over long time periods (several months) remains relatively constant at 1.5-2.5 . Since the shorttimescale seeing also remains roughly constant in the several seconds of slew time between dithered images, we did not find it necessary to convolve the raw images to the seeing of a raw reference image before mosaicking. The raw images are resampled from a raw image scale of 2 /pixel into final mosaics with 1 /pixel sampling with SWarp (Bertin et al. 2002) . The typical FWHM in the final PAIRITEL mosaics is ∼ 2.5-3.0 , consistent with the average image quality obtained by 2MASS (Bloom et al. 2003; Skrutskie et al. 2006) .
The desired telescope pointing center for all dithered images is set to the SN RA and DEC coordinates from the optical discovery images. Unfortunately, due to various software and/or mechanical issues -for example problems with the RA drive -the PAIRITEL 1.3-m telescope pointing accuracy can vary by ∼ 1 − 30 arcminutes from night to night. Fatal pointing errors can result in the SN being absent in all of the raw images and missing in the ∼ 12 × 12 mosaic FOV. More often, non-fatal pointing errors result in the SN being absent or off-center in some, but not all, raw images. In p2.0 used for WV08, the mosaic center was constrained to be the SN coordinates. This resulted in a significant fraction of failed or low SNR mosaics using an insufficient number of raw images. For p3.0-p3.6, the constraint fixing the SN at the mosaic center was relaxed and the mosaic center was allowed to be the center of all imaging. This resulted in ∼ 15% more mosaic solutions than p2.0. Mosaics that failed processing at intermediate photpipe stages were excluded from the LC automatically. Some mosaics that succeeded to the end of photpipe were excluded based on visual inspection or by identifying outlier LC points during post processing. The skark images contain the number of sky + dark current + bias counts (skark counts) subtracted from each mosaic pixel. Median skark counts for these images were ∼ 800, 6700, and 19, 600 counts in JHKs, respectively, reflecting the sky noise increase towards longer NIR wavelengths which is worst in Ks -band. The large scale patterns in the skark mosaics come both from arcminute scale spatial variations in the sky brightness of the raw frames, and from Poisson noise from the relatively stable electronic bias shading patterns in each quadrant of the raw JHKs detectors, which get smeared out over the mosaic dither pattern. Noise mosaics use source counts from the mosaic, skark counts from the skark mosaics, and noise from other sources (see §7.1 of F12 for assumptions used to estimate the noise per pixel).
Sky Subtraction and Noise Maps
The PAIRITEL camera has no shutter, so dark current cannot be measured independently, and background frames include both sky and dark photons ("skark"). Fortunately, the dark current counts across the raw frames, are negligible in JHK s for the NICMOS3 arrays on timescales much longer than the maximum 1.5 hour dither pattern, due to the stable thermal properties of the PAIRITEL camera ). Background frames also include an electronic bias, characterized by shading in each of the four raw image quadrants which produces no noise aside from Poisson noise. This shading gets smeared out over the mosaic dither pattern, producing characteristic shading in the mosaic noise maps (see Fig. 2 ). PAIRITEL SN observations did not include onoff pointings alternating between the source and a nearby sky field, so skark frames were created for each raw image in the mosaic by applying a pixel-by-pixel average through the stack of a time series of unregistered raw frames, after removing the highest and lowest pixel values in the stack. The stack used a time window of 5 minutes before and after each raw image. This approximation assumes that skark values at each sky position are constant on timescales less than 10 minutes. For reference, typical dithered image sequences have effective exposure times of 10-30 minutes.
Although the telescope is dithered (< 2 ) after three exposures at the same dither position, for host galaxies with large angular size 2 − 5 (in the 8.53 raw image FOV), host galaxy flux contamination introduces additional systematic uncertainty by biasing skark count estimates toward larger values, leading to over-subtraction of sky light in those pixels (F12). Still, the relatively large PAIRITEL 8.53 FOV combined with a dither step size comparable or greater than the ∼ 1-2 angular size of typical galaxies at z ∼ 0.02 allows us to safely estimate the sky from the raw frames in most cases. This observing strategy also gives us more time on target compared to on-off pointing. While our approach can lead to systematic sky over-subtraction for SN and stars near larger galaxies, by testing the radial dependence of PAIRITEL photometry of 2MASS stars within 3 of the SN (and close to the host galaxy), we estimate this systematic error to be negligible compared to our photometric errors, biasing SN photometry fainter by 0.01 mag in JH and 0.02 in K s (F12). By comparison, mean photometric errors for the highest SNR LC points in CfAIR2 are ∼ 0.03, 0.05, and 0.12 mag in JHK s , (with larger mean statistical errors for all LC points of ∼ 0.09, 0.12, and 0.18 mag in JHK s ). We thus choose to ignore systematic errors from sky over-subtraction in this work.
p3.6 now constructs tripleskarks and subtracts them from each triplestack before creating final mosaics and new skark and noise mosaics (see Fig. 2 ). Since the estimated skark noise can vary by ∼ 10-100% across individual skark mosaics, modeling the noise in each pixel provides more reliable differential noise estimates at the positions of all 2MASS stars and the SN, although our absolute noise estimate is still underestimated since the noise mosaics do not model all sources of uncertainty (see §7.1 of F12). To account for this, we also use 2MASS star photometry to empirically calculate inevitable noise underestimates, and correct for them in SN photometry on subtracted or unsubtracted images (see F12; §4).
The PAIRITEL NIR Camera is Undersampled
The PAIRITEL Infrared camera is undersampled because the 2 detector pixels are larger than the atmospheric seeing disk at FLWO. This means we can not fully sample the point spread function (PSF) of the detected image. To achieve some sub-pixel sampling, PAIRITEL implements a randomized dither pattern. While dithering can help recover some of the image information lost from undersampling, large pixels with dithered imaging cannot fully replace a fully sampled imaging system (Lauer 1999 Non-IAUC SN Names include: 10bjs=snPTF10bjs, 10icb=snPTF10icb, snf02=snf20080514-002, snf00=snf20080522-000, snf01=snf20080522-011, ps10w=PS1-10w. and in practice, dithering does not always reliably produce the desired sub-pixel sampling. When we subtract host galaxy light, which requires PSF matching SN and SNTEMP mosaics, undersampling leads to uncertainty in photometry for individual subtractions that can underestimate or overestimate the flux at the SN position. We correct for this by averaging many subtractions, and removing bad subtractions, when producing CfAIR2 LCs (see §3.4-3.7).
Host Galaxy Subtraction
We obtain SNTEMP images after the SN has faded below detection for the PAIRITEL Infrared camera, typically 6-12 months after the last SN observation. We use SNTEMP images to subtract the underlying host galaxy light at the SN position for each SN image that meets our image quality standards (see §3.5-3.6). To limit the effects of variable observational conditions, sensitivity to individual template observations of poor quality, and to minimize the photometric uncertainty from individual subtractions, we try to obtain at least N T = 2, and as many as N T = 11 SNTEMP images that satisfy our image quality requirements (see §3.7). In practice, we obtained medians of N T = 4, 4, and 3 usable SNTEMP images in JHK s (Fig. 6 ). In cases with only N T = 1 SNTEMP image, galaxy-subtracted LCs are deemed acceptable only for bright, well isolated SN that are consistent with the unsubtracted LCs (see §3.5, §4.2.2).
Forced DoPHOT on Unsubtracted Images
Forced DoPHOT photometry (Schechter et al. 1993 ) at a fixed position was performed on the unsubtracted SN images as an initial step for all PAIRITEL SN. Forced DoPHOT LCs on unsubtracted images provide an excellent approximation to the final galaxy-subtracted LCs for SN that were clearly separated from their host galaxy (F12). Approximately 30% of SN of all types observed by PAIRITEL are well isolated from the host galaxy and bright enough so that the measured galaxy flux at the SN position is 10% of the SN flux at peak brightness. We use 20 of these bright, well isolated SN to perform internal consistency checks to test for errors incurred from host galaxy subtraction (see §4.2; F12).
Forced DoPHOT on Difference Images
We perform galaxy subtraction on all CfAIR2 objects to reduce the data with a homogeneous method.
18 We used subtraction-based photometry following Miknaitis et al. (2007) . The SN flux in the difference images is measured with forced DoPHOT photometry at fixed pixel coordinates, determined by averaging SN centroids from Jband or CfA optical V -band difference images with photometric detections of the object that had a SNR > 5. SN centroids are typically accurate to within 0.2 . Tests show no systematic LC bias for forced DoPHOT photometry due to SN astrometry errors if the SN centroid is accurate to within 0.5 (F12). The RA and DEC values in Tables 3-5 show best fit SN centroid coordinates. These are typically more accurate than optical discovery coordinates from IAU/CBET notices, which may only be accurate to within 1 − 2 . Forced DoPHOT photometry at this fixed position in the difference images employs the DoPHOT PSF calculated from standard stars in the un-convolved image. For the difference images the calibrated zero point from the template is used, with suitable correction for the convolution of the SNTEMP image as detailed by Miknaitis et al. (2007) .
3.7. Averaging Subtractions: NNT Method Figure 6 . Histograms of JHKs SNTEMP Subtractions (Color online) Histogram of the number of host galaxy template images N T in each bandpass used for each SN. N T is the maximum number of SNTEMP subtractions used over all nights per LC and bandpass. Some subtractions fail during photpipe or are rejected as bad subtractions on individual nights during post-processing. We generally obtain > N T host galaxy images, but some images fail the mosaicking pipeline (especially in Ks-band) prior to photpipe. We tried to obtain at least N T = 2, and as many as N T = 11 usable SNTEMP images, with medians of N T = 4, 4, and 3 SNTEMP images in JHKs, respectively. For some SN, only N T = 1 template images were usable and SN 2008A had no usable SNTEMP images.
We use NNT, an alternative galaxy subtraction method for CfAIR2, which uses fewer individual subtractions than the NN2 method (Barris et al. 2005 ) used in WV08. With NNT, for each of the N SN mosaicked SN images, we subtract each of the usable N T SNTEMP images, yielding at most N NNT = N SN ×N T individual subtractions. NNT yields N T realizations of the LC which can be combined into a final galaxy-subtracted LC with a night-by-night weighted flux average after robust 3-σ rejection and manual checks to exclude individual bad subtractions.
19 SN or SNTEMP images that failed our image quality requirements were also excluded from NNT via automatic photpipe tests and manual checks, yielding fewer bad subtractions than the purely automated process used in WV08.
By obtaining 1 N T ≤ 11 usable SNTEMP images, including additional observations since WV08, most CfAIR2 SN Ia have N T 4 SNTEMP images suitable for galaxy subtraction (see Fig. 6 ). NNT allowed us to exclude individual bad subtractions, average over variance across subtractions from different templates, and produce CfAIR2 SN Ia LCs with more accurate flux measurements compared to NN2 for WV08. We discuss the statistical and systematic uncertainty incurred from NNT host galaxy subtraction in §4.2. CfAIR2 NNT LCs also show better agreement with CSP photometry for the same objects compared to WV08 (see §4.3). Table 8 , and Appendix A.
20 Some fainter SN Ia LCs which used NN2 in WV08 showed significant systematic deviations from the published CSP photometry 3.8. Photpipe Improvements Since WV08, we have implemented several improvements to photpipe. Photpipe now takes p3.6 mosaics as input (see §3.1). To use SN that are not in the p3.6 mosaic center, photpipe uses larger radius photometric catalogs and improved image masks (see F12). In WV08, our "skark" noise estimate was assumed to be constant throughout the mosaic (see §3.2). Figure 2 shows this is a bad approximation. Instead, p3.6 noise mosaics are used by photpipe and fed as inputs to DoPHOT (Schechter et al. 1993) , our point source photometry module, and HOTPANTS (Becker et al. 2004 (Becker et al. , 2007 , our difference imaging module (see §3.4), leading to improved image subtraction. See F12 for details on the computational implementation of photpipe and p3.6.
Due to improvements discussed throughout §3, CfAIR2 supersedes WV08 photometry for 20 out of 21 LCs (excluding SN 2005cf). CfAIR2 and WV08 photometry agree best for the brightest, well isolated, SN with little galaxy light at the SN position. Fainter SN that required significant host galaxy subtraction show the most disagreement between CfAIR2 and WV08 due mainly to the differences between NN2 and NNT (see §4.3.1 of F12). Problems with WV08 NN2 photometry are most evident in the set of 9 WV08 SN also observed by the CSP, which are discussed in §4.3. The improved agreement between CfAIR2 and CSP (see §6) gives evidence that CfAIR2 photometry is superior to WV08.
Despite the differences between CfAIR2 and WV08, preliminary analysis, which will be presented elsewhere, shows that the mean NIR LC template derived in WV08 using 18 normal SN Ia from PAIRITEL and 23 normal SN Ia from the literature is very similar to the mean NIR LC templates derived using CfAIR2 data alone. Similarly, the mean and standard deviation of the absolute magnitudes for the 20 overlap objects is very similar when using WV08 or CfAIR2 data. So although individual LCs show differences between CfAIR2 and WV08 data, we do not expect the revised photometry to significantly affect the overall conclusions of WV08.
4. PHOTOMETRIC CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION We now discuss the methods used to calibrate PAIRI-TEL photometry and test the calibration, including internal consistency checks and comparison with external data sets with NIR photometry for the same objects. In §4.1, we present PAIRITEL photometry for 2MASS stars which we use to test for systematic problems with PAIRITEL DoPHOT photometry. In §4.2, we investigate potential systematic photometry errors from host galaxy subtraction. In §4.3, we compute approximate color terms describing offsets between PAIRITEL and CSP J and H bandpasses using 2MASS field stars observed by both groups. In §4.4, we compare CfAIR2 data to an overlapping subset of CSP SN Ia photometry, demonstrating overall agreement between the data sets. Throughout, we refer to F12 for additional details.
for the same objects. These discrepancies exceeded deviations expected from small bandpass differences without S-corrections (Contreras et al. 2010; M. Phillips -private communication. Table 4 .1 of F12). We interpret the error on the weighted mean of the PAIRITEL photometric measurements to be the uncertainty in the measurement of the mean PAIRITEL magnitude for that 2MASS star (see §4.1.2 and §7.3 of F12 for mathematical details). Table 7 presents weighted mean PAIRITEL photometric measurements and uncertainties for all 2MASS stars in 118 SN fields observed by PAIRI-TEL. A global comparison of PAIRITEL and 2MASS star measurements is presented in §4.1.2-4.1.3.
Photometric Precision
We assess the repeatability of DoPHOT measurements of 2MASS stars to quantify the photometric precision of PAIRITEL. This tests whether we have correctly estimated our uncertainties for point sources measured on individual nights. Although a small fraction of 2MASS stars are variable, by averaging over 4000 2MASS stars for each filter (see Table 7 ) and removing outlier points, we do not expect this to significantly affect our results. Assuming 2MASS stars have constant brightness, the measured scatter indicates if the PAIRITEL DoPHOT uncertainties are under or overestimated. Because we do not model all known sources of uncertainty in computing our noise mosaics (see §3.2 and §7.1 of F12), we expect to underestimate our photometric errors. Empirical tests using DoPHOT photometry of 2MASS stars in the unsubtracted images confirm we are underestimating our photometric magnitude uncertainties by factors of ∼ 1.5-3, depending on the brightness of the point source and the filter (F12). We then multiply the uncorrected DoPHOT magnitude uncertainties (σ do ) for individual points in the SN Ia LCs by this empirically measured, magnitude-dependent correction factor C. Corrected DoPHOT magnitude uncertainties are given bỹ σ do = C × σ do (see §4 of F12). (e) PAIRITEL apparent brightness in magnitudes m PTL X is computed as the weighted mean PAIRITEL magnitude over all N X SN images with that 2MASS star.
(f ) PAIRITEL magnitude uncertainty σ PTL m X is computed as the error on the weighted mean of the N X measurements, each of which have already been corrected for DoPHOT uncertainty estimates as described in §4.1.2 and F12. (see §7.3 of F12).
(f ) The 2MASS magnitudes m 2M X and uncertainties σ 2M m X for each star are from the 2MASS point source catalog (Cutri et al. 2003) .
Photometric Accuracy
We test whether PAIRITEL and 2MASS star photometry are consistent within the estimated uncertainties after correcting the PAIRITEL DoPHOT uncertainties as discussed in §4.1.2. This tests the photometric accuracy of PAIRITEL to identify any statistically significant systematic offsets from 2MASS. We expect mean PAIRITEL and 2MASS photometry to agree when averaged over many stars by construction, so this is a self-consistency check to rule out any glaring systematic problems with PAIRITEL DoPHOT photometry. For these tests, we measure the difference between the weighted mean PAIRITEL magnitudes for each star and the 2MASS catalog magnitudes in Table 7 . Because PAIRITEL photometry goes deeper than 2MASS for each image and the weighted mean PAIRITEL magnitude of each 2MASS star is determined from measurements over many nights, we do not expect the 2MASS catalog magnitude and the weighted mean PAIRITEL magnitude to be strictly equal for all standard stars. We expect greatest agreement for the brightest 2MASS stars with decreasing agreement and increased scatter as the 2MASS catalog brightness decreases, consistent with measurements drawn from a distribution with Gaussian uncertainties. See §4 of F12.
Aggregated PAIRITEL-2MASS residuals for all 2MASS stars in 121 PAIRITEL SN fields yield weighted mean residuals of 0.0014 ± 0.0006, 0.0014 ± 0.0007, and −0.0055 ± 0.0007 in JHK s (uncertainties are standard errors of the mean). Thus, when averaging over thousands of stars observed over a 6 year span from 2005-2011, PAIRITEL and 2MASS agree to within a few thousandths of a magnitude in JHK s , with evidence for a small, but statistically significant PAIRITEL-2MASS offsets of ∼ 0.001, 0.001, and −0.006 mag in JHK s , at the ∼ 2-3σ level. If we correct for the slight underestimate of our uncertainties in the PAIRITEL-2MASS residuals, we find that ∼68%, ∼95%, and ∼99% of the standard stars have PAIRITEL-2MASS residuals consistent within 0 to 1, 2, and 3-σ respectively, as expected with correctly estimated Gaussian errors (see §7.4 of F12).
Photometry Systematics
In §4.2, we discuss internal consistency tests to assess other potential statistical and systematic errors with the photometry. In §4.2.1-4.2.3, we evaluate our most important systematic and statistical uncertainty from the NNT host galaxy subtraction process, both for bright, well isolated objects and for objects superposed on the nucleus or spiral arms of host galaxies. See §4 of F12 for discussions of systematic errors from sky subtraction and astrometric errors in the best fit SN centroid position.
Galaxy Subtraction: Statistical & Systematic Errors
When subtracting SN and SNTEMP images observed under different seeing conditions, undersampling of the PAIRITEL NIR camera introduces uncertainties into both the estimates of the PSF and convolution kernel solution when attempting to transform the SN or SNTEMP image to the PSF of the other. This leads to flux being added or subtracted from photometry on individual subtractions. While NNT attempts to correct for this by averaging over many subtractions, there is always remaining uncertainty due to undersampling (see §3).
For an individual night of photometry, we conservatively estimate the statistical uncertainty from NNT, σ NNT , as the error weighted standard deviation of the input flux measurements, weighted by the corrected DoPHOT flux uncertainties for each of the N T subtractions (for details see §3 and Appendix A). For cases where only N T = 1 or 2 subtractions survive both the pipeline's cuts and any manual rejection, NNT flux estimates can be biased high or low and either the weighted standard deviation can not be computed or it is not a reliable estimate of the statistical uncertainty. To ensure accurate photometric uncertainties for these cases -at the expense of reduced photometric precision -we adopt a conservative systematic error floor of 0.25 mag or 0.175 mag for N T = 1 and N T = 2, respectively. Final galaxy subtracted uncertaintiesσ NNT are computed as in Table 8 , which includes a final signal-to-noise cut of SNR > 3. Thus, when a given LC point has an uncertainty larger than its neighbors, either only 1 or 2 good subtractions were used or the scatter amongst the surviving 3+ subtractions was large. In §4.2.2-4.2.3, both for bright, well isolated objects and SN superposed on the host galaxy, NNT produces no net systematic bias given N T 3-4 usable host galaxy templates. For fainter objects, SN superposed on the host galaxy nucleus, or SN with insufficient high quality SNTEMP images, the additional uncertainty from host galaxy subtraction can yield many LC points that are excluded based on SNR cuts, outlier rejection, or final quality checks, sometimes yielding LCs of insufficient quality for publication or cosmological analysis.
Galaxy Subtraction for Bright, well isolated Objects
To test if NNT biases the photometry, we first use SN that are well isolated from their host galaxy nuclei. In these cases, photometry on the unsubtracted images gives a good approximation to the final galaxy subtracted LC at most phases, providing an internal consistency check of NNT. We use bright SN for which the host galaxy flux at the SN position is a small fraction of the SN flux in the [−10, 50] day phase range, including 20 bright and/or well isolated SN of all types (see §4 of F12). We test if the weighted mean residuals of the unsubtracted and subtracted LCs are consistent with zero to within the standard deviation of the residuals in this phase range, which are each only ∼ 0.001-0.002 mag, depending on the filter. After removing 3-σ outliers and SNR < 3 points, the weighted means of the aggregated residuals for all 20 SN are consistent with 0 by this measure, with weighted means and standard deviation of the residuals of −0.0009± 0.0016, 0.0006± 0.0019, and 0.0007± 0.0026 magnitudes in JHK s . At least, for bright, well isolated objects with sufficient host galaxy templates, NNT does not introduce a net bias in the photometry.
Galaxy Subtraction for Superposed SN
For SN superposed on the host galaxy, we can not make the same comparison in the absence of a suitable unsubtracted reference LC. In these cases, we test the subtraction process by performing forced DoPHOT NNT photometry on the galaxy subtracted difference images at positions near the host galaxy. We perform forced photometry on a 3 × 3 grid of positions with evenly spaced increments of 15 = 15 pixels centered around the SN position. At least some of these 9 grid positions are likely to be superposed on the galaxy. If the subtraction process is working correctly (no net bias), the difference image LCs should have a weighted mean of zero flux at all grid positions except for the central position with the SN, albeit with larger scatter for grid positions superposed on the galaxy (see §4 of F12).
We performed this test for all SN fields. The standard deviation of the difference image flux values for each LC is used to estimate the uncertainty in the measured flux at each grid position.
21 For all CfAIR2 objects, grid positions offset from the SN showed weighted mean flux consistent with zero to within 1-3 standard deviations. Highly embedded SN fainter than J ∼ 18 − 19 mag at the brightest LC point are often too faint for PAIRITEL, and NNT can yield LCs with inaccurate flux values that are not suitable for publication. However, if N T 3 − 4 host galaxy template images are obtained for sufficiently bright SN which reach J 18 mag, NNT galaxy subtraction yields a net bias of 0.01 mag even at positions clearly superposed on host galaxies.
NNT vs. Forced DoPHOT Errors
NNT can lead to larger reported errors (σ NNT ) compared to corrected DoPHOT point source photometry without galaxy subtraction (σ do ) for cases with N T 2−3, due primarily to our imposed systematic error floor for these cases (see Table 8 ). However, for cases with N T 3 − 4 templates, σ NNT σ do and NNT performs as well or better than DoPHOT without host subtraction due to the effective division by ∼ √ N T inside the error weighted standard deviation used to compute σ NNT (see Appendix A). Fig. 7 shows median magnitude uncertainties for both the highest SNR LC points for each SN and for all LC points for both forced DoPHOT and NNT photometry. The spikes in the NNT error distributions are artifacts of our systematic error floor chosen for cases with N T = 1-2 SNTEMP images.
Comparing PAIRITEL and CSP Photometry
Comparing PAIRITEL CfAIR2 NNT LCs with published CSP photometry for the same SN Ia provides an important external consistency check. Although CfA and CSP observatories with NIR detectors are in the northern and southern hemispheres, respectively, an overlapping subset of 18 CfAIR2 objects in the declination range −24.94410 < δ < 25.70778 were observed in JHK s by both groups (see Table 9 and Fig. 10) .
22 Similar to Tables 3-5 of this paper, Table 1 of Contreras et al. 2010 (hereafter C10) and Table 1 of Stritzinger et al. 2011 (hereafter S11) present general properties of 35 and 50 SN Ia observed by the CSP, respectively. Some CSP 21 The scatter also increases towards longer wavelength since the signal-to-noise ratio decreases from J to H to K due to the presence of additional contaminating sky noise (see §3.2). figure) , and at 0.175 mag (lower right figure) reflect the conservative systematic error floor imposed for cases with N T = 1 or 2 usable subtractions (see Table 8 ). The highest SNR LC points have median uncertainties of ∼ 0.032, 0.053, and 0.115 mag in JHKs (lower right plot). Even in these cases, the systematic error floor skews histograms toward larger median errors; for JHKs, there are ∼ 10 − 35 LCs with only N T = 2 usable subtractions, leading to spikes at 0.175 mag. All CfAIR2 NNT LC points have median uncertainties of 0.086, 0.122, and 0.175 mag in JHKs (lower left plot). NNT errors are generally comparable to or less than forced DoPHOT errors on unsubtracted images provided N T 3 − 4. This again reflects the systematic error floor for N T = 1 or 2. For the highest SNR points for each LC, the median NNT photometric precision is smaller than forced DoPHOT for J and H, but not in Ks, again due to the chosen systematic error floor (see right column figures).
SN Ia had only optical observations and no NIR data.
23
The 18 CSP NIR objects independently observed by PAIRITEL include 14 normal SN Ia, 1 peculiar, fastdecining object, 2 overluminous, slowly-declining objects, and 1 SN Iax (see Table 9 ). Of these, 9 had data published in WV08 and 9 are new to CfAIR2 (see Table 9).
CSP -PAIRITEL Offsets and Color Terms
Cohen et al. (2003) and Skrutskie et al. (2006) describe the 2MASS JHK s filter system while Carpenter (2001) and Leggett et al. (2006) provide color transformations from other widely used photometric systems to 2MASS. The PAIRITEL/2MASS JHK s bandpasses are very similar to the CSP JHK s filters, so it is a reasonable approximation to compare the LCs directly, without first attempting to transform the CSP data to the 2MASS system. However, to justify this approximation, following C10, we investigate whether there exist non-negligible zero point offsets or color terms between PAIRITEL and CSP NIR filters using 2MASS stars in fields observed by both groups. While C10 compared CSP measurements of 2MASS stars to the 2MASS point source catalog (Cutri et al. 2003 ), here we also compare CSP and PAIRITEL measurements of 2MASS stars from Table 7 transform CSP natural system data to the 2MASS system. Although PAIRITEL is on the 2MASS natural system, PAIRITEL observations are deeper than 2MASS, so PAIRITEL measurements of 2MASS stars are more appropriate than 2MASS catalog data for estimating differences between PAIRITEL and CSP photometry.
Zero Point Offsets from 2MASS Star Photometry
C10 used CSP photometric measurements of 984 J and H-band 2MASS stars in their SN fields, finding these mean zero point offsets between the CSP Swope 1.0-m natural system and the 2MASS J and H filters:
(1) H CSP − H 2M = 0.043 ± 0.003 mag C10 did not derive zero point offsets in K s because they had only 41 CSP 2MASS star observations in K s .
For 19 objects observed by both PAIRITEL and CSP (including SN 2006is, which is not in CfAIR2), we obtained CSP standard star photometry for the local sequences for 16 objects from the literature (C10; S11; Taubenberger et al. 2011 ) and 3 additional objects from the CSP (M. Stritzinger -private communication; see §4.33 of F12). In these 19 SN fields, we used 269, 264, and 24 2MASS stars observed both by PAIRITEL and CSP in JHK s , respectively, limited to the color range 0.2 < (J − H) CSP < 0.7 mag also used by C10. We compute CSP -PAIRITEL residuals for each 2MASS star in JHK s and interpret the weighted mean residuals and the error on the weighted mean as our estimate of the zero point offset and uncertainty between the CSP natural system (JH Swope, K s duPont) and the PAIRI-TEL/2MASS JHK s system. Although column 6 of Table 7 reports uncertainties on the weighted mean PAIRI-TEL magnitudes of 2MASS stars as the error on the weighted mean, we follow the method reported by the CSP here and instead use the RMS to estimate our local sequence uncertainties (C10; S11), which yield larger more conservative error estimates. Table 7 ; see §4.3.1). Fitted zero point offsets also shown in Eq. 2.
CSP -PAIRITEL
Using the RMS error for PAIRITEL measurements of 2MASS stars, we find zero point offsets of:
The JHK s CSP -PAIRITEL zero point offsets from Eq. 2 are also shown in Fig. 8 and agree with those from C10 in Eq. 1 to within 2-σ in J and 1-σ in H. While C10 used ∼ 3-4 times as many 2MASS stars, Eq. 1 technically estimates the offsets between CSP and 2MASS, not the offsets between CSP and PAIRITEL given by Eq. 2. Since we are most interested in the latter, and since we do not consider the slight differences between Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 to be significant, we simply use our own offsets from Eq. 2 as needed. We do not consider the zero point offset for K s in Eq. 2 to be reliable, since it is based on only 24 2MASS stars measured by both groups.
CSP -PAIRITEL Color Terms
Considering only 2MASS stars in the color range 0.2 < (J −H) CSP < 0.7 mag, C10 obtained the following linear fits for the JH bands:
C10 thus find some evidence for a small color term slope in J, a negligible color term in H, and do not attempt to derive any color terms involving K s . Table 7 ; see §4.3.1). Linear fits have χ 2 ν < 1, and q∼1 indicating good fits but overestimated errors. q is the probability that a correct model would give the observed χ 2 ν . Fits are given by Eq. 4.
CSP vs. PAIRITEL Color Terms From 2MASS Stars
Following C10, we test for linear color terms between CSP and PAIRITEL filters using 263 2MASS stars with both J and H band data. We use the Carpenter 2001 color terms for K s .
24 We find the following JH linear color term fits using the RMS error for the PAIRITEL uncertainties of 2MASS stars (also see Fig. 9 ):
Linear color term fits yield χ 2 ν < 1, indicating that while the fits are good, the errors are slightly overestimated by using the RMS. JH color term fits from Eq. 4 and from C10 in Eq. 3 agree in the slopes at 2-σ and the intercepts at 1-σ. Both fits also yield the same signs for the slopes and indicate at most small JH color terms.
Again, although the C10 fits used ∼ 3-4 times as many 2MASS stars, we consider the color terms from either Eqs. 3 or 4 to be equally reliable. For SN LCs with sufficient sampling to compute reliable colors, applying either set of color terms produced comparable results, since both color terms are small. In summary, either set of color terms (or no color terms) are reasonable choices to approximately put CSP data on PAIRITEL/2MASS system. Still, to compare CSP and CfAIR2 data on the same footing, for the analysis in §4.4, we apply our own JH color terms from Eq. 4 and K s color terms from Carpenter 2001 as needed. Carpenter 2001 find a fairly small color term for the Ks filter (the CSP Ks filter is on the 2.5-m duPont telescope at LCO). 
Comparing CfAIR2 and CSP SN Ia LCs
Because CfAIR2 and CSP observations were generally performed at slightly different phases, it is usually not possible to compute direct LC data differences. We thus require a smooth model fit to interpolate from to compute residuals, which we apply to all 18 overlap objects.
25
Fig. 10 overplots 6 example CfAIR2 and CSP SN Ia LCs for comparison. Applying either set of color terms from §4.3.3 (or no color terms) had a negligible effect on the CSP LCs, model fits, and weighted mean residuals for the CSP-CfAIR2 data in Table 9 .
For all CfAIR2 and color-term-corrected CSP LC points at similar phases, the scatter in the residuals arises from both statistical photometric uncertainties and systematic uncertainties due to imperfect model fits, which can dominate, especially at late times. For individual SN Ia, we compute the weighted mean of the residuals about the joint model fit in the phase range [−10, 60] days where the model fit is generally valid. To include systematic uncertainty from the joint model fit, we conservatively estimated the 1-σ uncertainty on the weighted mean CSP -CfAIR2 residual as the error weighted standard deviation of the residuals, which we then divided by a factor of 3 to avoid overestimating the uncertainty. We then compute whether the mean CSP -CfAIR2 residuals are consistent with zero to within 1, 2 or 3-σ in the 25 Model fits to joint CfAIR2+CSP data use either an N = 8−12 degree polynomial or a cubic spline. All fits to normal SN Ia use the WV08 normal SN Ia template LC to inform the fit for missing data, with data given greater weight than the template to account for intrinsic variation of the NIR LC shapes. Re-fitting the mean template LC using spectroscopically normal CfAIR2 SN Ia yielded very similar results to the WV08 template, so we did not find it necessary to construct a new mean template LC for the purposes of these LC fits. This will be presented elsewhere. Fits to peculiar SN Ia or SN Iax are direct fits to data only. selected phase range. We find that all CfAIR2 and color term corrected CSP SN Ia LCs for which good model fits were possible (15 JH and 8 K s LCs) are consistent to within 3-σ by this metric. 26 See Table 9 . We can also test whether CfAIR2 and CSP are consistent for the entire overlap sample, rather than just individual objects. Fig. 11 shows aggregated residuals in the phase range [−15, 100] days after applying color terms from Eq. 4 to the CSP data. Using 350, 323, and 97 CfAIR2 LC points, and 204, 196 , and 32 CSP LC points, each in JHK s , respectively, we find the global weighted mean of the aggregated residuals is consistent with zero in each case (see Fig. 11 ). Applying color terms from C10 (or no color terms) did not affect the results. We conclude that both for individual LCs and for the global aggregated sample, PAIRITEL CfAIR2 photometry and CSP photometry show satisfactory overall agreement.
5. FINAL CfAIR2 DATA SET Final, host galaxy subtracted JHK s LCs for 94 spectroscopically normal and peculiar CfAIR2 SN Ia and 4 SN Iax are presented in Fig. 12 and Table 10 .
27 PAIRI-TEL flux and magnitude measurements and errors are listed in columns 6 and 7 of Table 10 (see §4.2.2). : 350, 323, and 97, and CSP: 204, 196 , and 32, in JHKs , respectively. The weighted means of the aggregated CSP -CfAIR2 residuals are −0.003 ± 0.005, 0.004 ± 0.003, and 0.009 ± 0.010 for JHKs, respectively. Applying the C10 color terms from Eq. 3 or applying no color terms had a negligible effect on the results. In all cases, differences between the JHKs CSP and CfAIR2 global weighted mean residuals have absolute values of only ∼ 0.003 − 0.01 mag, and are consistent with zero to within 1-2σ, where the 1-σ error is given by the standard error on the mean. PAIRITEL CfAIR2 data thus show excellent global agreement with CSP.
how easily these objects can be distinguished from normal SN Ia using NIR LC shape alone. A new mean normal SN Ia NIR LC template using CfAIR2 and literature data will be presented elsewhere. Preliminary results show that the mean template using only CfAIR2 data is very similar to the WV08 template. We thus felt the WV08 template LC was sufficient for the purposes of this work, where it was used only to help fit PAIRITEL and CSP LCs for comparing normal SN Ia ( §4.3) and provide a visual comparison to peculiar objects (Fig. 13) . Table 11 shows fits of the observed JHK s properties for 88 CfAIR2 spectroscopically normal SN Ia. We determined t Bmax and the LC shape parameter ∆ using MLCS2k2.v007 ) fits to our own CfA optical CCD observations (Hicken 2009; Hicken et al. 2009a ,b, 2012 combined with other optical data from the literature where available (e.g. Ganeshalingam et al. 2010; C10; S11) . Table 11 also lists z CMB , the JHK s apparent magnitudes at the brightest LC point, and the number of epochs in each LC. Table 12 ). The CfAIR2 and CSP data sets are quite complementary, observing mostly different objects with varying observation frequencies in individual NIR bandpasses (see §4.3). CfAIR2 includes more than twice as many JH observations and more than ten times as many K s observations as CSP. By contrast, the CSP Yband observations form a unique data set, since no CfA telescopes at FLWO currently have Y -band filters (see Table 12 ).
While CfAIR2 presents more total NIR SN Ia and SN Iax LCs than the CSP (98 vs. 73), more unique LCs (78 vs. 73), and includes ∼ 3-4 times the number of individual NIR observations, CSP photometric uncertainties are typically ∼ 2 − 3 times smaller than for CfAIR2 (see Table 12 ), due to key differences between the NIR capabilities at CfA and CSP observing sites (see Table 2 .1 of F12). These include better seeing at LCO vs. FLWO, a newer, higher resolution camera on the Swope 1.0-m telescope compared to the 2MASS south camera on the PAIRITEL-1.3m telescope, and CSP host galaxy template images sometimes taken with the 2.5-m du Pont telescope compared to CfAIR2 template images taken with the 1.3-m PAIRITEL using an undersampled camera. Overall, the CSP JHK s photometric precision for observations of the same objects at the brightest LC point is generally a factor of ∼ 2 − 3 better than PAIRITEL, with median JHK s uncertainties of ∼ 0.01-0.02 mag for CSP and ∼ 0.02−0.05 mag for PAIRITEL (see Table 12 ). More specifically, while CSP has fewer K s -band measurements, the peak photometric precision is ∼ 3 times better than PAIRITEL mainly because the CSP K s filter is on the duPont 2.5-m telescope, as compared to the PAIRI-TEL 1.3-m. What the CSP lacks in quantity compared to CfAIR2, it makes up for in quality.
However, unlike the CSP NIR data, since PAIRI-TEL photometry is already on the standard 2MASS JHK s system, no zero point offsets or color term corrections (e.g. Carpenter 2001; Leggett et al. 2006) or Scorrections based on highly uncertain NIR SN Ia SEDs (e.g. Stritzinger et al. 2002) are needed to transform CfAIR2 data to the 2MASS passbands. Avoiding additional systematic uncertainty from S-corrections is a significant advantage for PAIRITEL CfAIR2 data, since the published spectral sample of only 75 NIR spectra of 33 SN Ia is still quite limited (Hsiao et al. 2007; Marion et al. 2009; Boldt et al. 2014 ). This advantage also applies to future cosmological uses of PAIRITEL data that would employ state-of-the-art NIR K-corrections to transform LCs to the rest-frame 2MASS filter system as the current world NIR spectral sample is increased. Even for relatively nearby z ∼ 0.08 objects, NIR K-corrections in Y JHK s currently contribute uncertainties of ∼ 0.04-0.10 mag to distance estimates (Boldt et al. 2014) . Since NIR K-corrections at z ∼ 0.08 can themselves have values ranging from ∼ −0.8 to ∼ 0.4 mag, depending on the filter and phase, they can yield significant systematic distance errors if ignored (Boldt et al. 2014) . , which lack precise t Bmax estimates, are displayed last (see Table 11 ).
See notes below for the lower right corner of some LC plots: t: t Bmax estimated from optical spectra and cross checked with NIR LC features in lieu of early-time optical photometry (see Table 11 ). Iap: Peculiar objects, which clearly differ from the mean JHKs LC templates (see Fig. 13 ). Note.
-(a) MJD of t Bmax and error from MLCS2k2.v007 ) fits to B-band LCs from the CfA or the literature, where available. For some objects t Bmax is taken from reported fits in the literature: SN 2008fv (Biscardi et al. 2012) , PS1-10w (Rest et al. 2013) . Otherwise, t Bmax is estimated from optical spectra in listed CBET/IAUC/ATEL notices and cross checked with fitted phases of NIR LC features (NIR), where possible (see F12). This applies to SN 2005ao, SN 2005ch, SN 2006E, SN 2006mq, SN 2008fx, SN 2008hy, SN 2009fw, SN 2009im, snPTF10bjs, SN 2010dl, snPTF10icb, SN 2010ew, SN 2010ex, and SN 2010jv . Of these we observed SN 2009fw, SN 2010ew, SN 2010ex, and SN 2010jv at the CfA but do not have successfully reduced optical LCs for these objects, which are marked CfA? and may or may not be included in CfA5, in preparation. t Bmax estimates for specific objects are from: 2 objects, SN 2006E, SN 2006mq were discovered several weeks after maximum and have only late time optical data, and only rough t Bmax estimates from optical spectra. Other objects with t Bmax from early optical data but with only late time NIR data where the first PAIRITEL observation is at a phase 20 days after t Note.
- jects also observed by the CSP, due to greatly improved data reduction and photometry pipelines, applied homogeneously to all CfAIR2 SN.
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Previous studies have presented evidence that SN Ia are more standard in NIR luminosity than at optical wavelengths, less sensitive to dimming by host galaxy dust, and crucial to reducing systematic galaxy distance errors due to the degeneracy between intrinsic supernova color variation and reddening of light by dust, the most dominant source of systematic error in SN Ia cosmology (K04a; WV08; M09; F10; Burns et al. 2011; M11; K12; Burns et al. 2014) . Combining PAIRITEL WV08 SN Ia data with optical and NIR data from the literature has already demonstrated that including NIR data helps to break the degeneracy between reddening and intrinsic color, making distance estimates less sensitive to model assumptions of individual LC fitters (M11; Mandel et al. 2014) . CfAIR2 photometry will allow the community to further test these conclusions.
The addition of CfAIR2 to the literature presents clear new opportunities. A next step for the community is combine CfAIR2, CSP, and other NIR and optical low redshift SN Ia LC databases together using S-corrections, or color terms like those derived in this paper, to transform all the LCs to a common filter system. This optical and NIR data can be used to compute optical-NIR colors, derive dust and distance estimates, and construct 29 With the exception of SN 2005cf and SN 2008A (see §3-4) . SN of other types were also reduced using the same mosaicking and photometry pipelines as the CfAIR2 data set and are presented elsewhere (e.g. Bianco et al. 2014 ).
optical and NIR Hubble diagrams for the nearby universe that are more accurate and precise than studies with optical data alone (e.g. M11). Empirical LC fitting and SN Ia inference methods that handle both optical and NIR data (e.g. BayeSN: M09; M11 and SNooPy: Burns et al. 2011) can be extended to utilize low and high-z SN Ia samples to obtain cosmological inferences and dark energy constraints that take full advantage of CfAIR2, CSP and other benchmark NIR data sets.
Increasingly large, homogeneous, data sets like CfAIR2, and progress modeling SN Ia NIR LCs theoretically (e.g. Kasen 2006 ) and empirically (M09; M11; Burns et al. 2011 ) raise hopes that SN Ia, especially in the rest-frame Y H bands, can be developed into the most precise and accurate of cosmological distance probes. Combining future IJHY K s data with 200 NIR SN Ia LCs from CfAIR2, the CSP, and the literature, will provide a growing low-z training set to study the intrinsic NIR properties of nearby SN Ia. This NIR data can better constrain the parent populations of host galaxy dust and extinction, elucidating the properties of dust in external galaxies, and allowing us to disentangle SN Ia reddening from dust and intrinsic color variation (M11).
CfAIR2 data should be further useful for a number of cosmological and other applications. Improved NIR distance measurements could also allow us to map the local velocity flow independent of cosmic expansion to understand how peculiar velocities in the nearby universe affect our cosmological inferences from SN Ia data (Turnbull et al. 2011; Davis et al. 2011) . NIR data should also provide the best SN Ia set with which to augment existing optical measurements of the Hubble Constant (Riess et al. 2011) . Future work can compare NIR LC features and host-galaxy properties, which have been shown to correlate with Hubble diagram residuals for optical SN Ia (Kelly et al. 2010) . Adding NIR spectroscopy to optical and infrared photometry can also help test physical models of exploding white dwarf stars (e.g. Kasen 2006) , and investigate NIR spectral features that correlate with SN Ia luminosity, helping to achieve improved SN Ia distance estimates, similar to what has already been demonstrated with optical spectra (Bailey et al. 2009; Blondin et al. 2011; Mandel et al. 2014) .
Our work emphasizing the intrinsically standard and relatively dust insensitive nature of NIR SN Ia has highlighted the rest-frame NIR as a promising wavelength range for future space based cosmological studies of SN Ia and dark energy, where reducing systematic uncertainties from dust extinction and intrinsic color variation become more important than simply increasing the statistical sample size (e.g. Gehrels 2010; Beaulieu et al. 2010; Astier et al. 2011) . Although ground-based NIR data can be obtained for low redshift objects, limited atmospheric transmission windows require that restframe NIR observations of high-z SN Ia be done from space. Currently, rest-frame SN Ia Hubble diagrams of high-z SN Ia have yet to be constructed beyond the I band (Freedman 2005; Nobili et al. 2005; Freedman et al. 2009) , with limited studies of SN Ia and their host galaxies conducted in the mid-infrared with Spitzer (Chary et al. 2005; Gerardy et al. 2007 Along with current and future NIR data, CfAIR2 will provide a crucial low-z anchor for future space missions capable of high-z SN Ia cosmology in the NIR, including WFIRST (Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope; a candidate for the NASA/DOE Joint Dark Energy Mission; JDEM Gehrels 2010), The European Space Agency's EU-CLID mission (Beaulieu et al. 2010) , and the NASA James Webb Space Telescope (JWST; Clampin 2011). To fully utilize the standard nature of rest-frame SN Ia in the NIR and ensure the most precise and accurate extragalactic distances, the astronomical community should strongly consider space-based detectors with rest-frame NIR capabilities toward as long a wavelength as possible.
Until the launch of next generation NIR space instruments, continuing to observe SN Ia in the NIR from the ground with observatories like PAIRITEL and from space with HST programs like RAISIN is the best way to reduce the most troubling fundamental uncertainties in SN Ia cosmology due to dust extinction and intrinsic color variation. Ultimately, the CfAIR2 sample of nearby, low-redshift, NIR SN Ia will help lay the groundwork for next generation ground-based cosmology projects and space missions that observe very distant SN Ia at optical and NIR wavelengths to provide increasingly precise and accurate constraints on dark energy and its potential time variation over cosmic history. NIR SN Ia observations thus promise to play a critical role in elucidating the nature of one of the most mysterious discoveries in modern astrophysics and cosmology.
